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Sell IMUC (Close Position) - Bought Back
Earlier

January 21, 2014

Dear Alpha News Edge Trade Alert Customers,

 

Your latest Alpha News Edge Trade Alert.
 
Stock: IMUC
Action: Sell (Close Position).
Current Price: $1.42 (bought back at $1.04, after earlier buying at $0.705 and selling
at $1.03)
Thesis: IMUC after a huge rally-up today on no news has gone through an intra-day
reversal. Bias now is lower, or consolidation at best, unless positive news comes out
soon, which we cannot predict. We are hearing chatter that maybe a big pharma
partnership is on the way, or some other big news, but we typically like to sell into such
rumors as they are usually false.

Our buy thesis for the buyback was: This position was bought at 70.5 cents on
12/18, and sold at $1.03 on 12/27. with the intent of buying back lower, on weakness.
On Monday, a press release from the company confirmed our earlier buy thesis, with the
company announcing that updated PFS data on ICT-107 could portend improvement in
OS data as it comes in over the next two to three quarters. Today, the stock has broken
out of its earlier consolidation range, and chances are high now that it will move
towards filling the gap-down from December.
 

Best,
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